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A B S T R A C T

A study of a magnetically criented lyoroesophase formed

by a quaternary system (Na decyl sulfate/water/decanol/ Na sul-

fate) is reported. Small angle X-ray diffraction measurements

have been performed on unoriented samples and samples previously

subjected to the action of magnetic fields (H). Diffraction
o

patterns show a diffuse inner halo at 80-140 A and a sharp outer

ring at 38 X. They reduce to spots in the equator for oriented

samples with the X-ray beam parallel to H; no diffraction figure

is produced for the X-ray beam perpendicular to H. NMR spectra

indicate that the director of the phase orients perpendicular

to H. These results show that this lyomesophase has a structure

not previously encountered.

A model of finite planar micelles surrounded by water

is proposed. In this model the micelles consist of a bilayer

in the form of platelets, probably disk-shaped. These platelets

align \ presence of magnetic fields, with their plane parallel

to H, and further orientational restrictions are imposed by the

container; they tend to be parallel and some periodicity appears

in the direction of the director of the phase, perpendicular to

the plane of polar heads. The -nesophase satisfies the definition

for nematics taking into account periodicities induced in nematic

phases by magnetic fields.



I - INTRODUCTION

Lyotropic liquid crystals formed by binary lipid-water

systems have been widely studied in unoriented mesophases; several

types of uni, bi and even tridimensional structures have been

discovered and studied by X-ray diffraction . Ternary

systems ~ (lipid-water-alcohol) and several nuiticonponent

8 9
systems ' , presenting various mesophases over wide ranges of

concentration and temperature, have also been studied by X-ray

diffraction. The most common lyomesophases are the neat soap

(lameII?.1 and the middle soap (cylindrical micelles with

hexagor ' order in two dimensions). Effects of orientation due

to the c •? vainer have been observed in lyotropic mesophases

found V iurfactant and lipid systems

Quaternary systems, formed by a mixture of CB or C
" 10

alkyl .'Olfates, the corresponding alcohol, sodium sulfate and

water, produce mesophases that orient in magnetic fields and

can be jsed as orientation matrix for NMR studies ' . Magne-

tically oriented iyomesophases have been explored by Reeves and
13-19

collaborators with NMR technique . The study of ternary

systems (detergents with decyl sulfate anion, decano1 and D2O),

investigating the influence of detergent counterion and temperature

variations, revealed the existence of two types of lyomesophases,
ID 19

seeming to be of a nematic type ; they have been classified

as types I and II depending on whether the uniaxial nematic axis

orients parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field direction.

Phase transitions have been observed as a function of composition

and temperature; the addition of sodium sulfate to the ternary

system leads to a type II mesophase16'19. Until recently20'21
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no X-ray diffraction bad been performed on these particular

systems nor on magnetically oriented lyotroplc liquid crystals.

Spontaneous alignment of uniaxial thermotroplc neaatic

liquid crystals has been widely explored22"24; this iihmir—win

results from the anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility,

due to diaaagnetic properties of anisotroplc molecules. While

in nematics spontaneous orientation occurs in the presence of

magnetic fields, magnetically oriented thermotropic saectic

mesophases can be obtained only by cooling in magnetic fields

through the nematic/saetic transition25'27. Studies of magnetic

alignment of the usual lamellar and hexagonal lyiwe sophaaea are

scarce. NKR results28 indicate that most lamellar phases do not

spontaneously orient in the presence of magnetic fields of 14

kilogaoss; however, if the phases are heated above the melting

point and then very slowly cooled in the magnetic field, some

of the phases orient and maintain their orientation for at least

24 hours.

This paper presents the study of a lyomesophase formed

by a quaternary system (Na decyl sulfate/water/decanol/Na sulfate),

that has the property of spontaneous orientation in the presence

of magnetic fields. A particular and unusual characteristic of

these magnetically oriented lyomesophases is that, in spite of

being rather fluid, they remain oriented for several months after

having been exposed to magnetic fields. In order to determine

the structure of this lyoaesophase, small angle X-ray diffraction

has been performed on unoriented and oriented samples, NMR

measurements have also been performed on the same sample.



II - EXPERIMENTAL

Quaternary lyomesophases were prepared with 37 wt%

sodium decyl sulfate (prepared by sulfonation of 1-decanol19),

5 wt% sodium sulfate (commercial, highly pure), S3 wt% water

(destilated) and 5 wt% decanol (destilated). The components

were mixed to form a homogeneous phase by centrifuging at

slightly elevated temperatures. Care was taken to avoid hydro-

lysis which occurs to an appreciable extent at temperatures

higher than 60°C.

X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained by photo-

graphing technique using a small angle Rigaku-Denki diffracto-

meter, operated with a 2 ktf Cu tube, in a transmission geometry.

The observable range is from 5(70 to 13 A. Point and line focus

were employed and CuK radiation was obtained with a Ni filter.

Line focus has the advantage of higher intensity, but the

diffraction figure can be interpreted only with the aid of point

focus results, especially when orientational effects are present.

Film measurements were made with a film measuring rule and by

scanning the films on a microdensitometer. The higher angle

region was explored with a Debye-Scherrer camera and a conventional

dif fractometer.

Two types of sample holders were employed. One of them

consists of a sandwich of three rectangular plates with holes

2 x 1.5 mm in the center; the two outer are metallic plates

screwed to an inner spacer of teflon 1.4 mm thick, where the

sample is placed between very thin mylar walls. This container

has the advantage of almost no interactions with the X-ray beam;

however, although a rubber pellicle is used to avoid leakage,

the sample is not perfectly sealed, losinq water with time, and
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it is not possible to keep a constant ocnçosition. Besides, the

geometry of the sample is not suitable for magnetic orientation

studies. In addition to the first sample holder, thin-walled

glass capillaries of 1.5-2 mm diameter, held in a metallic

block and sealed off, were used to condition the sample; the

atenuation was very high and exposure times were of the order of

90 hours for point focus and 30 hours for line focus.

The influence of magnetic orientation was tested in a

series of small angle experiments: first, diffraction of the

sample not subjected to magnetic field was obtained (S ). After-

wards, the sample stayed for 48 hours in a magnetic field H of

ca. 2 kG, perpendicular to the capillary axis; later, diffraction

patterns were obtained with the X-ray beam parallel and perpen-

dicular to the direction of ft (respectively S(| and S^ ). Such

series of mesurements were performed with line and point focus;

each series was repeated twice, with new samples, and results

were reproduced consistently. Table I shows the various experi-

mental conditions.

The liquid crystalline state of the sample was verified

by checking its birefringency under crossed polarizers, before

and after the X-ray exposition. The temperature in the surround-

ings of the sample was controlled, being (26 i 2) °C.

This same lyomesophase was observed in a XL-100-12-FT

Varian NMR spectrometer, with the gyrocode option, for measuring

spectra of protons arid other convenient nuclei. Samples were

prepared in NMR sample tubes.



Ill - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Lyonesophases with similar compositions were widely

studied by NMR11"19'29'30. The state of the lyomesophase can be

monitored by the broad line of the proton NMR spectra or by the

quadrupole splittings of 23N«» or *H 1 8« 1 9. pOr type II phases
19

the broad line under the water signal, of about 2.5 kHz half-

width in the proton spectrum, remains unchanged, even with

sample spinning about an axis perpendicular to 9. For type I,

this broad line disappears with sample spinning and a "super

Lorentzian" line is recorded.

Our NMR results indicate that the mesophase is of

type II, with the phase director oriented perpendicular to the

magnetic field.

The small angle X-ray diffraction pattern obtained with

point focus and using the sample holder with mylar parallel

walls is shown in figure 1. This figure shows a diffuse inner

isotropic halo and a sharper outer ring with a certain degree
o o

of orientation, corresponding to 90 A and 37 A, respectively.

This diffraction pattern differs from reported results on lyome-

sophases in several points: there are only two diffraction maxima

and they differ in broadness and degree of orientation; inter-

planar spacings obtained on the basis of Bragg's law do not

resemble those expected for regular structures.

These facts indicate that no regular superstructure

seems to be present and that the two rings cannot be simply

interpreted in terms of uni, bi or tridimensional structures.

The diffraction pattern resembles more the results obtained by

32
de Vries on thermotroplcs , where a sharper inner ring and a
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diffuse outer ring were interpreted in terms of molecular length

and intermolecular average distance, in a so-called cybotactic

nematic phase. This first diffraction result cannot lead to a

model for the superstructure, but shows orientational effects

due to the container.

Figures 2 through 5 show small angle X-ray diffraction

results obtained with glass capillaries as sample holders under

conditions specified in Table I. With point focus, for S

(fig.2) there is only a weak diffuse inner halo, with some degree

of orientation along the equator, perpendicular to the capillary

axis. For S „ (Fig.3) there are a diffuse inner spot and a sharp,

but weaker, outer spot which appear along the equator; this

indicates a strong orientation of the sample. Diffraction patterns

obtained with line focus correspond essentially to point focus

results superposed for the point beam dislocating along a line.

For S (Fig.4) a diffuse inner band and a weak outer line can be

observed. For S (Fig.5) the diffuse inner band is very strong

and the sharp outer line can be very clearly seen. For Sj_ no

diffraction pattern is observed neither for point nor for line

focus.

From Bragg's law, the sharp outer maximum corresponds

o
to (38 + 1) A. The diffuse inner band extends from 70 A to 160

Ã, having sometimes two maxima at (90 ± 4) Á and (135 ; 4) A and
o

a minimum at (110 i 2) A. Higher angle X-ray measurements show-

ed that no other diffraction maxima due to the superstructure

are present.

While it is very difficult to determine the structure

from so few maxima, it is possible to make an analysis according

to the more common models of lamellae and cylindrical micelles.

Spherical micelles are ruled out by the optical anisotropy of the
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mesophase. Regular uni, bi or tridimensional structures are

ruled out for reasons mentioned in the first diffraction pattern

analysis.

The volume composition of the system was calculated

from tabulated densities and molecular masses and from an estimate

of length and volume of hydrocarbon chains ' . An estimate
o

of electronic densities gave 1.2 e/A3 for the polar head, 0.27

e/A for the paraffin tail and 0.33 e/A' for the water. This

means that x-ray scattering is due mainly to polar heads and

that X-rays almost do not differentiate between paraffin tails
Q

and water. This is not unusual for lyomesophases . The estimated

length of üa decyi sulfate, including the hydrocarbon chain and

the polar head, is 18.75 A; thus for a bilayer the estimated

thickness is 37.5 Ã.

The results obtained with oriented samples eliminate

the possibility of a nematic structure with finite cylindrical

micelles; let's analyse why:

a) Cylinder axis parallel to 3 - one could expect two

rings for S,, , one related to the average distance

between cylinders and another one related to the

distance between polar heads in each cylinder. For

S these rings would reduce to spots along the

meridian perpendicular to the equator.

b) Cylinder axis perpendicular to H - with this only

restriction, the cylinder axes c.ild be distributed

in any direction in a plane perpendicular to H, what

would give isotropic scattering for St) . The observ-

ed preferred orientation along the equator would

indicate a further restriction, with the cylinder



axis parallel to the cap. *ry axis. However, for

such a model, the diffraction pattern obtained when

turning the capillary around its axis should remain

the same.

c) no angle between the cylinder axis and H could ex-

plain the observed diffraction results.

However the possibility of lamellae not forming a

regular unidimensional superstructure remains. This possibility

is the basis for the model for the mesophase presented below.

IV - PROPOSED MODEL

To explain the absence of diffraction for S± , it is

necessary to assume that, in the plane perpendicular to the beam,

there is no characteristic distance giving diffraction at small

angle. This could correspond to the lamellar plane containing

the polar heads. On the other hand, for S(| the equatorial maxima

indicate the existence of lamellae with the planes of polar heads

in the vertical direction, but without formation of a unidimen-

sional lattice.

Based on these X-ray diffraction results, we propose

a model of planar micelles of large but finite dimensions, form-

ing platelets of amphiphile surrounded by water; these platelets

orient in presence of magnetic fields, as sho-*n in figure 6.

As there are no diffraction maxima for S± , the average

distance between the centers of platelets, in the direction of

the polar heads plane, must be very large, over SOO A, indicating
o

an average radius for the platelets larger than 250 A. The most

probable form for these platelets would be disk-type micelles.
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The diffraction results for S „ and S^ indicate that

the platelets are parallel and thus the plane of the polar heads

is parallel to H, with a further restriction: this plane is

preferentially parallel to a plane defined by the field direc-

tion and the capillary axis. This further restriction is pro-

bably due to the sample holder, whose orientational effects add

to the magnetic orientation.

As there are only two maxima and the interplanar

spacings do not correspond to a lamellar structure (d;d/2;d/3;

d/4,-etc.:, one might initially suppose that the diffraction

pattern corresponds to a nematic type of structure, with planar

micelles. One might then interpret the outer maximum at 38 A

as the bilayer thickness (distance between two polar heads)

and the inner band as an average distance between platelets.

However, the width of the sharp outer maximum is too

small to be associated with diffraction by one platelet; as

these platelets tend to be parallel, it seems that some

periodicity appears in the direction perpendicular to the polar

heads plane. It seems better therefore to assume diffraction

by multiple planes. According to Scherrer's formula, the

observed width corresponds to about 20 planes , indicating

that some periodicity extends to about 1000 A. Thus this outer

maximum should perhaps be interpreted in terms of a Bragg re-

flection.

On the other hand, the diffuse inner band corresponds

to a few planes, according to Scherrer's equation. This band

can therefore be interpreted in terms of diffraction by parti-

cles and gives an average distance between micelles in the

direction perpendicular to the planes. Accepting this distance
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as a rough estimate it is meaningless to correct Bragg's formula

by any correction factor .

Taking into account the evidence of periodicity given

by the sharpness of the outer maxim», it is worthwhile to

analyse in more detail the possibility of a regular lamellar

model. This is done in the Appendix. The analysis in the
o

Appendix suggests that the 38 A peak might be a (300) reflection
o

from a bilayered structure of repetition distance (114 t 3) A.

The (300) reflection would be four times stronger than the first

and second order reflections.

It is expected that this (300) reflection appears only

when there is enough periodicity, which happens when the plate-

lets remain parallel and with constant water separation. When

the planar micelles are not perfectly parallel or when the

amount of water separating them varies, there is no long range

order any more and one can only talk about an average distance

between platelets associated with the diffuse inner band, cha-

racteristic of a nematic arrangement. This leads to the conclu-

sion that this lyomesophase falls somewhere in between the

lamellar and the nematic mesophases. The mesophase satisfies

the definition for nematic taking into account periodicities

induced in nematic phases by magnetic fields .

V - CONCLUSIONS

It is clear both from th« results presented here and

from the previous MMR studies that this lyomesophase cannot be

classified among the already established structures for lyoroe-

sophases and inaugurates a new class of structures.
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We believe that this type II lyomesophase can-

not be modeled in terms of spherical and cylindrical

micelles but rather in terms of finite planar

mice?1as, made of a bilayer (membrane like), in the form of

platelets, probably disk-shaped, surrounded by water. These

platelets align in presence of magnetic fields, with their

plane parallel to H, and further orientational restrictions are

imposed by the container; they tend to be parallel and to have

some periodicity, forming a structure with characteristics

between the lamellar and the nematic mesophases. Perhaps the

idea of cybotactic nematic groups of de Vries could also apply

to these lyomesophases.

Another evidence giving credibility to our proposed

model is the fact that a binary system (decylammonium chloride/

water) known to have a lamellar structure produces a type II

mesophase by addition of small amounts of electrolyte . Lamellar

and type II mesophases co-exist in a small concentration region

and appear to form an equilibrium mixture . He suggest the

break of extended lamellae into the proposed platelets as a

possible mechanism for the lamellar/type II transition.

It is not possible however to exclude more complex

models for the studied type II mesophase, involving variable

concentrations of planar micelles and water with periodic and

aperiodic regions, undulated micelles, or equilibrium among these

forms. The inner band has sometimes two maxima and a minimum,

and for the detailed interpretation of this band quantitative

results using detector are in progress. To ascertain whether

the outer maximum is directly related to the bilayer thickness

or whether it is a higher order reflection from a semiperiodlc

structure, it would be necessary to study systems with different
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concentrations and different bilayer thicknesses.

Diffraction patterns in a Debye-Scherrer camera do not

show the characteristic band of liquid paraffin, indicating that

within the micelles the paraffin chains retain a certain degree

of order. This result is in agreement with chain order profiles

from NMR that indicate a decreasing order frow the methylenes

near the polar head to the final methyl groups '

This mesophase has been classifield as type I'l by NMR

(director of the phase perpendicular to H); this corresponds to

a director perpendicular to the platelet which is reasonable.

The magnetic orientation observed, with the plane of polar heads

parallel to H, is in agreement with the fact that extended carbon

chains tend to be perpendicular to the magnetic field

The study of type II mesophases by NMR during sample

spinninq perpendicular to the magnetic field suggests that the

sample rotation causes the director to take up the unique direc-

tion perpendicular to the field and parallel to the spinning axis.

The usual NMR practice has shown that this process is not ins-

tantaneous but requires a few minutes to several hours, depending

on the viscosity of the sample. On the other hand, X-ray dif-

fraction has shown that in static condition the director is in

the unique direction perpendicular both to the field and to the

capillary axis. We therefore conclude that magnetic orientation

induces the director of the mesophase to be perpendicular to the

field, but other influences, such as the sample container or

dynamical forces of spinning, can add further restrictions to

the orientation of the platelets. The influence of sample

container on the orientation of this lyotnesophase is being

studied further by X-ray diffraction in our laboratory.
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The reason for the residual magnetic orientation in a

sample rather fluid and without a magnetic atom is still an open

question.
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APPENDIX

ANALYSIS IN TERMS OF A LAMELLAR STRUCTURE

For this lyomesophase X-rays practically do not

differentiate between water an paraffin tails and are scattered

mainly by polar heads. Thus the repetition unit (water plus

detergent) can be considered in first approximation as three

polar head layers in a homogeneous medium, as shown in figure 7.

The relative position of the middle layer depends on the sample

composition and defines the structure factor for the several

reflections; this relative position can be defined by the para-

meter u = dn/d, where d is the repetition distance and d. the

distance between centers of polar heads in the amphiphile. Table

II gives the structure factor for the first four reflections of

a unidimensional lattice as a function of u, considering point

scattering.

u can be estimated from the volume composition of the

sample, assuming homogeneous distribution. The components of

the system expected to build the micelles (amphiphile plus

alcohol) correspond to 38% of the total volume

For a bilayer model, it is possible to estimate the

thickness of the water layer from the calculated length of the

detergent bilayer which results in a value of 61.2 A. The

radius of the polar head has been estimated at 2.3 A ,- thus

the distance between centers of polar heads is dw«65.8 Á = d-dç.

For a monolayer model the thickness of the water layer
o

is estimated at 30.6 A and the distance between centers of
o

polar heads is dw*35.2 A.
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These are rough estimates, but "e can say that one
o

would expect d -100 A with u«l/3 for a bilayer model, and d -50
o
A with u=l/3.5 for a monolayer model.

o
The sharp 38 A peak cannot be interpreted as a first

order reflection, neither for a bilayer nor for a monolayer

model. The only possible assignment would be a (300) reflection
c

from a bilayered structure with d « 114 A and u = 1/3, which

gives a third order four timss stronger than the first, second

and fourth orders.
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TABLE I

Experimental conditions of series of small angle diffraction

measurements: sample not subjected to magnetic field H (S ) and

samples previously oriented with H parallel and perpendicular

to the X-ray beam (S and S, ).

geometry sample holder sample
orientation

figure

point focus parallel mylar

walls

point focus glass capillary

2

3

no diffraction

line focus glass capillary

4

5

no diffraction



TABLE II

2 2
Structure factor F /f as a function of the relative position u

of the middle polar head layer for the several reflections h.

\

1

2

3

4

1/2

0

4

0

4

1/2.5

.38

2.62

2.62

.38

1/2.8

.75

1.55

3.80

.20

1/3

1

1

4

1

1/4

2

0

2

4



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Diffraction pattern S with point focus; sample container

with parallel mylar walls. The outer ring is double

because unfiltered Cu radiation was used in this case.

Fig. 2 - Diffraction pattern SQ with point focus; capillary in

vertical direction. Only the diffuse i.mer halo appears,

with a certain degree of orientation.

Fig. 3 - Diffraction pattern S .. with point focus; capillary in

vertical direction. Besides the diffuse inner spot,

the negative shows a weak outer arc centered in the

equator.

Fig. 4 - Diffraction pattern SQ with line focus; capillary in

vertical direction. Besides the diffuse inner band, a

weak sharp outer line can be seen in the negative.

Fig. 5 - Diffraction pattern S (| with line focus; capillary in

the vertical direction. In the part more oriented of

the sample, the sharp outer line appears clearly.

Fig. 6 - Proposed model for type II lyomesophase: finite planar

micelles, forming platelets of amphiphilic bilayer,

probably disk-shaped, surrounded by water. The plane of

polar heads aligns in the direction of the magnetic field

H.

Fig. 7 - Schematic representation of a unidimensional lattice in

case of lamellar model with repetition distance d • dw +

V
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